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ABSTRACT
Objectives: Military personnel are unique occupational groups who happen to frequently 
experience sleep insuffciencies. Since sleep disorders are known to be linked to many psychiatric 
symptoms, sleep disturbance is a salient concern among active duty service members and veterans. 
Existing evidence indicates that although sleep disturbances co-occur with mental illnesses, 
there is a tendency to particularly label them as consequences of  certain mental health issues. 
Material and Methods: This review focuses on the emerging evidence which identifies sleep 
disturbances as a precursor for mental illnesses. In this regard, the impact of  sleep disturbance 
on the development of  mental health outcomes including post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), 
depression, and anxiety has been thoroughly scrutinized. A systematic search was conducted 
using PubMed, Scopus, and Web of  Science academic databases using appropriate keywords. 
Results: Reviewed evidence substantiates the predicting role of  sleep complaints and disorders to 
herald PTSD, depression, and anxiety among military staff. Conclusion: Early diagnosis of  sleep 
disturbances and properly addressing them in active-duty service members and veterans should 
be then sought to prevent the development and progression of  consequent mental health- related 
comorbidities in this study group.
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INTRODUCTION
Sleep plays a central role in maintaining psychological 

and physical well-being in military staff  and veterans. The 
close link between sleep disturbances and mental health 
disorders is a key concern among military members as they 
face several environmental stressors and challenges. This has 
potentially exposed military staff  at an increased risk for sleep 
predicaments compared to civilians1. They are several factors 
to justify sleep disturbances among military staff  from which 
exposure to combat stress2-5, frequent shift work, frequent 
changes in duty assignments, and changes in duty station are 
more significant6,7. Inadequate sleep in military personnel is 
shown to hinder their operational readiness, effectiveness, 
and safety through impaired attention/concentration, 
judgment, responsiveness, and decision making as key 
substrates of  their cognitive performance8,9. On the other 
hand, insufficient sleep corresponds to an increased risk of  
cardiovascular disease, obesity, and diabetes10,11. Moreover, 
there is a compelling body of  evidence suggesting that 
insufficient sleep results in diminished pain threshold, post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), depression, anxiety, and 
robust symptoms following a traumatic brain injury (TBI)12. 
Aggravation of  such mental-health disorders are in turn 
associated with chronic medical and often psycho-somatic 
conditions such as cardiovascular diseases, hypertension, and 
asthma13,14.

Given the above, both sleep predicaments and 
mental health disorders are known to team-up with impaired 
functionality, increased healthcare utilization, as well as 
increased health-related costs and reduced quality of  life15-18. 
Based on a recent investigation, sleep problems over post-
deployment in the Afghanistan war were related to the 
probable mental illness symptoms19,20. Short sleep among 
redeployed operation Iraqi freedom soldiers were significantly 
associated with a dramatic increase in symptoms of  PTSD, 
depression, panic syndrome, and high-risk behaviors such 
as alcohol, tobacco misuse and suicidal attempts21. The 
high rate of  comorbid sleep disturbances along with mental 
disorders among active duty service members and veterans 
signifies the necessity for continued focused research on this 
specific topic.

The present systematic review has been an attempt to 
evaluate the association between sleep disturbances and mental 
health outcomes in active-duty service members and veterans. 
The term ‘sleep disorders’ represents short and insufficient 
sleep, poor sleep quality, insomnia, sleep apnea and nightmares. 
Studies have ubiquitously indicated that sleep disturbance is a 
notable risk factor, which predisposes military staff  to specific 
mental disorders including PTSD, depression, and anxiety-
related symptoms.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The present systematic review included studies that 

examined the association of  sleep disturbance with mental 
disorders including PTSD, depression, and anxiety in active duty 
service members and veterans. This study was conducted in 
accordance with the recommendations laid down by the PRISMA 
(Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analyses) guideline. The approach comprised a 27-item checklist 
and a four-phase flow diagram to retrieve selected documents.

Systematic information retrieval was performed in 
Scopus, PubMed and Web of  Science academic databases. Search 
terms were combined using the Boolean operators ‘and’ between 
categories and ‘or’ within categories (Table 1). For PubMed, 
MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) terms were also used.

Exclusion of  an article were based on the following 
criteria: (i) studies focusing only on the mental health status or 
sleep disturbances among military members; (ii) studies that 
examined the effects of  any stimulation or pharmacological 
and psychological interventions on sleep complaints and mental 
disorders among military members.

Furthermore, investigations focusing on the impact of  
sleep disturbances on specific mental disorders including PTSD, 
depression and anxiety were included, while those addressing 
mental health risk behaviors like suicide, substance and alcohol 
abuse were disregarded.

RESULTS
From a total of  335 publications retrieved, 91 duplicates, 

17 reviews, and 198 non-relevant records were excluded. 
Subsequently, 29 studies met the inclusion criteria (Figure 1). 

Table 1. Search strategy (Boolean operators ‘or’ and ‘and’ between columns).
Sleep disturbances Mental disorder Military personnel

Sleep disturbances, sleep disorder, sleep difficulties Mental disorder, mental health Military personnel, army personnel, armed forces personnel

Figure 1. Diagram of  systematic search strategy and retrieval of  the records.

Initial records:

335
Duplicate records:

91

Screened records:

244

Screened full-texts:

89

Included records:

29

Eliminated records by
non-relevant title/abstract:

155

Eliminated records by
non-relevant contents:

60
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In addition, from the 29 isolated studies, a total of  12 documents 
were examining the relationship between sleep disturbances 
and PTSD symptoms, 4 studies were describing the prediction 
role of  sleep in context to the combination of  PTSD, 
depression and anxiety symptoms, while 3 records assessed 
the effect of  sleep complaints and resultant depression. 
Between the lines, 7 studies evaluated the association 
between sleep disturbances and mental health disorders. 

Few records were found to be exclusively devoted to 
evaluating the effect of  sleep disorders on the development 
of  depression and anxiety symptoms. Summary of  the 
reviewed studies is represented in Table 2. Additionally, 
main findings regarding the association between sleep 
complaints and mental health disorders, specifically PTSD, 
depression, and anxiety symptoms are articulated in the 
present review.

Table 2. Summary of  the enrolled studies.
Study Type of  study No of  

participants
Population Method of  sleep disorder 

assessment
Method of  mental disorder 

assessment

Acheson et al. (2019)1 Cohort 2,404 Marines and Navy Corpsmen 
deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan

Sleep disturbances by BDI insomnia; 
CAPS average hours of  sleep; 

CAPS difficulty falling or staying 
asleep and 6 items from the CAPS 

serving as indicators of  the construct 
‘re-experiencing symptoms’

CAPS

Gehrman et al. (2013)22 Cohort 15,204 Active service Sleep item from the PCL-C and PHQ 
for insomnia symptoms

17-item PCL-C and PHQ-9

Swinkels et al. (2013)23 Cross-sectional 1,640 U.S. Afghanistan/Iraq era veterans PSQI-A SCIDI/P

Koffel et al. (2013)24 Longitudinal 522 U.S. National guard soldiers deployed 
to Iraq

Sleep-related items within the BDI-II 
referring to loss of  energy

CAPS, PCL-C at pre-deployment 
and the PCL-M at post-deployment

Taylor et al. (2014)25 Cross-sectional 3,175 U.S. active duty and reserve Navy 
personnel

Self-reported sleep measures DSM-IV and PHQ

McLay et al. (2010)26 Retrospective 1,887 U.S. military PCL-M PCL-M

Wright et al. (2011)27 Longitudinal 659 Active duty soldiers Insomnia severity index PHQ, PCL,

Mysliwiec et al. (2013)28 Cross-sectional 110 U.S. military personnel PSG PCL-M

Taylor et al. (2016)7 Cross-sectional 4,101 Active duty service members Insomnia severity index PCL-M

Brownlow et al. (2017)29 Cross-sectional 29,674 Military soldiers Brief  insomnia questionnaire CIDI-SC, PCL

Wang et al. (2019)30 Prospective 4645 U.S. Army soldiers Brief  insomnia questionnaire PCL and CIDI-SC

Hansen et al. (2018)31 Cohort 438 Army national guard soldiers Insomnia severity index The primary care-post-traumatic 
stress disorder screen

Liempt et al. (2013)33 Prospective 
cohort

453 NATO-International security 
assistance force

SRIP, SCL-90 SRIP

Steele et al. (2017)34 Cross-sectional 972 U.S. Navy sailors and marines Self-report survey PCL, PHQ

Macera et al. (2013)35 Prospective 29,640 U.S. Navy and Marine Corps PDHA PDHA, PDHRA, PC-PTSD

Osgood et al. (2019)36 Cross-sectional 2420 Soldiers Self-report survey PCL-C, PHQ-8, GAD-7

Lewis et al. (2009)37 Pilot 152 Australian Vietnam war veterans PSQI PCL

Hughes et al. (2018)38 Cross-sectional 1,118 U.S. military veterans PSQI, PSQI-A GSI, SCL

Hunt et al. (2016)39 Prospective 1636 U.K. Armed forces PCL-C, GHQ-12 PCL-C, GHQ-12

Kim et al. (2016)40 Cross-sectional 5,764 Korea armed forces Self-reported questionnaire K10

Hougsnæs et al. (2017)41 Retrospective 3403 Norwegian soldiers Insomnia severity index PCL-M-17, HADS

Seelig et a. (2010)20 Longitudinal 
cohort

41,225 Service members, reserve/guard 
personnel, veterans

PHQ, PCL-C PCL-C

Soreca et al. (2019)42 Cross-sectional 33,818 U.S. military veterans Breathing-related sleep disorder of  ICD-9 ICD-9

Ulmer et al. (2015)43 Cross-sectional 1,238 Veterans and active duty military 
personnel

PSQI, SCL-90, DTS SCID-I

Wang et al. (2020)44 Cross-sectional 489 Military officers and soldiers PSQI SAS

Chou et al. (2016)45 Cross-sectional 720 Taiwanese army, air force, marines 
and military police

PSQI BDI

Tonon et al. (2020)46 Cross-sectional 236 Male recruits in compulsory military 
service

PSQI BDI

Hom et al. (2016)47 Prospective 2596 U.S. Army recruiters Insomnia severity index DSI-SS
Notes: CAPS = Clinician administered PTSD scale, DSM-IV Version; PHQ = Patient health questionnaire; PCL-C = PTSD Checklist, civilian version; SCIDI/P = Structured clinical 
interview for DSMIV-TR axis I disorders; PSQI-A = Pittsburgh sleep quality index-addendum; PCL-M = PTSD checklist, military version; BDI-II = Beck depression inventory-II; 
PSG = Polysomnography; CIDI-SC = Composite international diagnostic interview screening scales; SRIP = Self-rating inventory for PTSD; SCL-90 = Dutch version of  the symptom 
checklist; PDHA = Post-deployment health assessment; PDHRA = Post-deployment health reassessment; PC-PTSD = Primary care PTSD screen; GAD-7 = Generalized anxiety 
disorder screener; GSI = Global symptom index; SCL = Symptom Checklist-90-Revised; K10 = Kessler psychological distress scale 10; HADS = Hospital anxiety and depression scale; 
ICD-9 = International classification of  diseases; DTS = Davidson trauma scale; SAS = Self-rating anxiety scale; DSI-SS = Depressive symptom inventory suicidality subscale.
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Post-traumatic stress disorder

In a prospective longitudinal cohort of  2,404 Marines 
and Navy corpsmen, Acheson et al. (2019)1 reported a 
significant relationship between sleep disturbances on the pre-
deployment and latent PTSD symptomology. Additionally, a 
combat-stress severity showed a small arbitrary effect for such 
correlations1. Pre-deployment short sleep duration (<6h) and 
insomnia significantly contributed to the developing new-onset 
PTSD symptoms in a large, population-based cohort study. 
Also, increased odds (approximately 2 times) of  developing 
PTSD were observed in the military personnel who reported 
combat-related trauma22.

Likewise, in a sample of  1,640 U.S. Afghanistan/Iraq era 
veterans, 49% endorsed sleeping <6h, 23% slept between 6-7h, 
25% slept >7 but <9h, and only 3% slept ≥9h per night. According 
to the related report, 72% of  the sample had poor sleep quality. 
Specifically, short (≤5h) or long (≥9h) sleep duration and poor 
sleep quality in this population were attributed to increased odds 
of  PTSD23. Interestingly, the preexisting daytime and nighttime 
sleep complaints were predicting PTSD particularly at futuristic 
time points up to 2 years after deployment24.

Based on another report, among 3,175 active duty 
and reserve U.S. Navy personnel deployed to a combat zone, 
two-thirds declared an average of  less than 6h sleep per 24h and 
hence, were classified as sleep deficient. Adjusted for covariates, 
sleep deficit was the main risk factor for developing PTSD 
(OR=10.7; 95%CI: 4.3-26.8)25.

Similarly, findings from a retrospective cohort of  1,887 
U.S. military personnel demonstrated insomnia as the most 
common PTSD-provoking symptom for those returned from 
deployments. In fact, while various intensities of  insomnia 
symptoms were observed in 33% of  this population, insomnia was 
more severe in PTSD sufferers upon follow-up26. Furthermore, 
a longitudinal assessment of  the association between insomnia 
and psychological symptoms like PTSD and depression among 
combat veterans of  the Iraq war demonstrated that insomnia 
at an earlier time-point was a more-likely predictor for PTSD 
symptoms rather than a later time-point27. In a cross-sectional 
study of  110 active-duty military personnel who returned from 
deployment, 88.2% of  subjects were diagnosed with sleep 
disorders. Notably, among this population, 25.5% and 24.5% of  
them fulfilled the diagnostic criteria for insomnia and OSAHS 
(obstructive sleep apnea-hypopnea syndrome), respectively. 
Further to this, 38.2% were reported to have comorbid 
OSAHS and insomnia. Military staff  with comorbid OSAHS 
and insomnia showed more symptoms compatible with PTSD 
compared to the control subjects without any sleep disorder and 
those with OSAHS alone28.

The prevalence of  insomnia among 4,101 active-duty 
service members was 19.9%. The rates of  clinically significant 
PTSD in the U.S. Army personnel with insomnia were higher 
(55.5%) than the non-insomniacs (13.5%). Reciprocally, 
individuals with clinically significant PTSD were more likely to 
report insomnia (OR=2.39, 95%CI: 1.88-3.04)7.

U.S. military soldiers with current PTSD had a high 
prevalence of  insomnia complaints (69.7%) where PTSD symptoms 
moderated the relationship between insomnia and memory and 
concentration problems29. Adjusting for prior deployment history 
and sociodemographic characteristics, pre-deployment insomnia 
among U.S. Army soldiers was related to the increased odds of  
PTSD following deployment (AOR: 3.14, 95%CI: 2.58-3.82)30.

Among soldiers with a rare history of  these problems 
at baseline, pre-deployment insomnia accounted for a 55% 
increased risk of  incident PTSD30. In addition, amongst 438 
army soldiers of  the Minnesota National Guard, a prevalence 
of  moderate to severe levels of  insomnia was reported 16.4% 
and 18.1%, respectively, in those who were primarily screened 
positive for PTSD. In this study, PTSD was an independent 
predictor for sleep problems as assessed by the insomniacs31. 
Interestingly, unlike insomnia, nightmare disorder before 
deployment, predicted PTSD symptoms post-deployment.

Adding to the above, in a sample of  453 military 
personnel deployed to Afghanistan, a correlation was observed 
between the number of  OSAHS and PTSD severity for those 
with PTSD. Also, according to polysomnographic registrations 
and blood samples, increased sleep fragmentation, frequent 
nightmares, and decreased growth hormone secretion were 
observed in PTSD patients32.

Moreover, a prospective longitudinal cohort including 
453 subjects demonstrated an increased risk for the development 
of  PTSD symptoms as a result of  pre-deployment nightmares. 
Nightmares prior to deployment predicted PTSD (OR=2.992; 
95%CI: 1.096-8.551), whereas insomnia complaints before deployment 
did not predict the same (OR=0.976; 95%CI: 0.862-1.155)33.

Steele et al. (2017)34 examined the impact of  sleep problems 
such as nightmares, difficulty falling asleep, concern resulting from 
lack of  sleep and difficulty staying asleep on the link between 
combat experiences, and PTSD symptoms in a population of  972 
U.S. Navy sailors. Among such sleep problems, only nightmare 
disorders were found to increase PTSD symptoms34. In agreement 
with the above, a 26% interceding effect of  sleep insufficiency 
on the cross-link between blast-related traumatic brain injury 
(TBI) and PTSD was reported35. It has been reported that the 
adjusted odds for PTSD among service members screening 
positive for TBI compared to those without TBI, decreased from 
1.61 (95%CI: 1.21-2.14) to 1.32 (95%CI 1.32: 0.99-1.77). A study 
on 2,420 soldiers during a 3-month period after deployment to 
Afghanistan battlefield indicated that sleep continuity disturbances 
could efficiently predict the link between combat exposure with 
PTSD. In fact, 9.5%, 6.5%, and 7.2% of  participants met the 
criteria for PTSD, depression and GAD, respectively. An indirect 
association between combat exposure and PTSD was stronger in 
military staff  with sleep duration <6 h per 24h compared to those 
adequate sleep quantity36. Clinically significant sleep disturbance 
assessed by the Pittsburg sleep quality index (PSQI), was reported 
in all 152 Australian Vietnam war veterans with PTSD and 90% 
of  those without PTSD. Also, more serious sleep predicaments 
were reported among the veteran population with PTSD in the 
same study population37.
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Psychological distress and mental health problems

Anxiety disorders

Based on an observational study, the impaired 
sleep quality of  military officers and soldiers from remote 
boundaries of  China has been shown as a significant predictor 
for the development of  anxiety symptoms. The average overall 
PSQI score has been reported 7 and poor sleep quality has 
been observed in 40.9% of  the subjects. Daytime dysfunction 
decreased sleep efficiency and increased sleep latency were 
the main symptoms of  the impaired sleep quality in this 
population44.

Like that, in a large military cohort, those with insomnia 
symptoms who slept <6h pre-deployment had increased odds 
of  developing anxiety post-deployment than those without 
insomnia who retained longer sleep duration (OR=4.33, 
95%CI: 2.37-7.90; OR=4.14, 95%CI: 2.09-8.22)22. Participants 
with sleep deficiency (less than 6h per 24h) were at elevated 
risk of  a generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) (OR=9.1, 
95%CI: 2.8-29.9)25.

Notably, according to a cross-sectional cohort study 
involving a large sample of  U.S. Army personnel, the insomnia 
group was significantly more likely to have anxiety than non-
insomniacs (42.7% vs. 8.0%). After controlling demographics 
and comorbid problems, anxiety was a statistically significant 
predictor of  insomnia among military personnel (OR=1.93, 
95%CI: 1.46-2.55)7.

In the same vein, the high prevalence of  82.6% was 
observed for insomnia disorders among military soldiers with 
current GAD, whereby the condition reinforced the associations 
between insomnia and memory/concentration problems29.

Depression

In a study on 720 military personnel in Taiwan, the 
average PSQI score, the average sleep latency and the average 
total sleep time were 7.26±3.45, 22.39±21.53 minutes, and 
5.91±1.3 hours, respectively. Sleep disturbances were observed 
in 65.1% of  subjects with a corresponding PSQI scores ≥6. In 
addition, a mutual relationship was found between the PSQI 
score and depression. Also, among 469 personnel with PSQI 
score above 6, 42.4% had mild to severe depression compared 
to 9.6% in 24 subjects with a PSQI score below 545. Indeed, 
the pre-deployment daytime/nighttime sleep disturbances 
strongly contributed to the prediction of  depression24. 
A report indicated that both short and long sleep duration were 
attributed to current major depressive disorder in veterans23. 
Deficient sleep (<6h per 24h) in individuals serving in a combat 
zone was a unique perspective risk factor for probable major 
depressive disorder (MDD) (OR=7.5; 95%CI: 2.3-25.0)25. 
Both combat and insomnia symptoms were associated with 
depressive symptoms22. Sleep problems mediated the effect of  
TBI on the development of  depression by 41%. The adjusted 
odds of  depressed individuals were 1.41 (95%CI: 1.11-1.80) 
times greater for a sailor or marine officers with TBI compared 
with controls35.

Likewise, in a sample of  young men recruited in 
compulsory military service, the prevalence of  depressive 
symptoms was 18% where a significant association was found 
between multiple related factors, e.g., stress, sleep quality, as 
well as circadian typology, and depressive symptoms. Along 
those lines, the clinically significant depressive symptoms were 
more prevalent among poor sleepers (PR=1.808, p=0.046)46. 
Based on another investigation, severe insomnia was the 
only strong predictor of  future major depressive episodes, 
regardless of  other symptoms such as agitation and suicidal 
ideation in 2,596 army recruiters47.

In addition to this, a study of  the relationships 
between insomnia and depression symptoms across time 
periods in a sample of  combat veterans also showed that 
insomnia at 4 months’ post-deployment time-point was a 
strong predictor of  depression at 12 months follow-up27. In 
a cohort study including 110 active-duty service members, 
70% of  subjects exhibited mental disorders like depression, 
pain, PTSD, and mild TBI. Among military personnel with 
comorbid OSAHS and insomnia, 71.4% were meeting the 
criteria for depression28. A higher rate of  depression was 
observed in insomniacs rather than controls (42.4% vs. 
5.9%)7. Conversely, people with depression were found more 
likely to report insomnia (OR=2.89, 95%CI: 2.17-3.85)7. 
The comorbidity of  insomnia and major depressive episode 
(MDE) was reported in a sample of  U.S. Army soldiers 
and subjects with current MDE had a high prevalence of  
insomnia (85.0%). Given that, the MDE status influenced 
insomnia and cognitive insufficiencies29. Further to that, 
the prevalence of  depression among 438 army soldiers was 
9.6% in a study designed by Hansen et al. (2018)31 whereby 
a mutual correlation was reported between sleep problems 
assessed in terms of  insomnia and depressive symptoms.

Summary

According to the present literature review, sleep 
predicaments seem to be notably prevalent among military 
members potentially owing to several psychological and 
physical stressors, which may likewise play a role in the 
pathophysiology of  various mental health disorders. Sleep 
disturbances are considered as precipitating and perpetuating 
factors affecting psychiatric disorders and in turn, psychiatric 
disorders can reciprocally exacerbate sleep disturbances. 
Results of  included studies demonstrate that different sleep 
complaints like insomnia symptoms, nightmares and problems 
with quantity or quality of  sleep predispose military subjects 
to more likely experience symptoms of  PTSD, depression 
and anxiety. A mediating role of  sleep problems for the 
relationship between combat exposure and PTSD has also 
been well articulated in the literature.

Daytime and nighttime sleep complaints are shown 
to strongly predict PTSD and depression even after 2 years 
of  deployment. Long and short sleep duration are also 
regarded as an important marker for mental disorders and 
risky behaviors.
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Given the above, a compelling body of  evidence 
substantiates the importance of  timely screening and awareness 
of  sleep complaints among active-duty service members and 
veterans. Addressing the specific sleep disturbances prior 
to deployment may be helpful in preventing mental health 
issues in this population. Moreover, as suggested by Hunt 
et al. (2016)39 since the disclosure of  mental health disorders 
and psychological ailments in military staff  is inhibited by 
stigmatizing beliefs, scrutinizing possible sleep disturbances 
needs to gain momentum.

As such, it seems essential to identify the most common 
mental health problems and their significant predictors such 
as sleep disorders within the military population to design 
any appropriate interventions. Future research works need to 
evaluate the impact of  pertinent interventions to improve sleep 
and subsequently enhance mental resilience in this target group.

Concerning the limitations of  the present review, it 
should be noted that included studies used various definitions 
and measurement tools to identify sleep disturbances. As such, 
it was hardly possible to perform a meta-analysis and represent 
the pooled predictor effects of  certain sleep disturbances on 
mental disorders. Most of  the studies monitored sleep and mental 
disorders using only self-report questionnaires. It is evident that 
objective screening measures provide more accurate and reliable 
data. In addition, a large number of  reviewed documents had cross-
sectional nature hence, identifying any causal relationship between 
sleep disturbances and mental health issues and generalization 
of  the findings to a larger population were hardly feasible.

CONCLUSION
The existing body of  evidence on the links between 

sleep predicaments and mental health status in military staff  
is not vast. Findings have demonstrated the predictive role of  
sleep disturbances in the development of  PTSD, depression 
and anxiety among military personnel. Given the impact 
of  sleep disturbances on antecedent and post-deployment 
mental disorders among military staff, identifying any possible 
sleep-related issues needs further clinical attention in military 
medicine. Future research attempts need to examine possible 
predictive, preventive and personalized diagnostic and 
therapeutic measures in military personnel. Sleep hygiene and 
psychoeducation are possibly among the key substrates in the 
practice of  sleep medicine in a military context.
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